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ABSTRACT The experiences of women engineers working in the BBC Television Service at
Alexandra Palace, London, during the 1940s and 1950s, give insights into gender discrimination
in broadcasting. These women first joined as radio engineers when the BBC was recruiting
women during World War II, then transferred to television between 1946 and 1947. In inter-
views recorded in the 1990s, they talk about incidents of bullying and exclusion by men on
crews who were hostile to women doing engineering jobs. Other memories are about being de-
moted from positions on camera and sound to vision mixing when the BBC Staff Association
negotiated new grading for cameramen with BBC management at the expense of its female
members. As the Television Service became established, women were eased out of skilled and
responsible jobs when men returning from the war regained their positions in broadcast
engineering. KEYWORDS Alexandra Palace, BBC, engineers, television, women
Gender discrimination in the Engineering Division of the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) Television Service is mentioned in a number of audio
recordings conducted by the Alexandra Palace Television Society (APTS).
Members of APTS have convened since  to reminisce about working in the
new BBC Television Service when it was based at Alexandra Palace, Muswell
Hill, London.1 Their first reunion at Alexandra Palace led to the Society initi-
ating a project to record their members’memories on audio cassette and in writ-
ten submissions, as well as to contribute their collections of objects, video
recordings of programs, photographs, documents, books, ephemera, and mem-
orabilia to form the APTS archive.2 The BBC first ran television as an experi-
mental service from Alexandra Palace between  and , airing programs
live for limited hours while testing two different systems of television broadcast-
ing.3 The British government suspended television broadcasting for the dura-
tion of World War II. Live television resumed in  at Alexandra Palace
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and continued there until , when the Television Service relocated to newly
built studios at Television Centre, Lime Grove, Shepherd’s Bush, London.
The BBC was established in  as a private company that broadcast radio,
before it became a publicly funded corporation through a monopoly license fee
granted by royal charter. The license, which prohibited all forms of sponsorship
or advertising, covered radio listeners starting in  and television viewers start-
ing in , and was regulated by the General Post Office. The BBC, controlled
by a director general and a board of governors, held its monopoly on public ser-
vice broadcasting from its beginnings in  up until the Television Act of ,
which enabled commercial television to be launched under the Independent
Commercial Authority.4
I listened to the APTS audio recordings as part of my research on television
in Britain between  and , when the Television Service was based at
Alexandra Palace.5 One aspect of everyday life at the Palace covered in the collec-
tion is that of women’s work experiences. A group discussion recorded in 
by four women members of APTS who worked in the Engineering Division of
the BBC Television Service during the s and s throws light on what it
was like to be a woman in jobs that men traditionally occupied.6 Other sub-
sequent individual recordings, initiated byMuriel Powell, one of the four women
FIGURE 1. Beryl Hockley with a vision mixer, fading up the Television Service, June 7,
1946, when it reopened after World War II. Alexandra Palace Television Society.
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engineers, corroborate these memories. Powell played an active role in ensuring
that the APTS oral history collection represented its female members. She had
first hosted the recordings of APTS sound engineers on crew A, and was the
only woman in that convened group.7 She was unable to record much about her
own working experience compared to the male engineers, whose stories domi-
nate the recording, and later convened the discussion among the four female
engineers.8 Following that she interviewed Vera Seaton Reid, a vision mixer, then
eighty-four years old.9 Finally she wrote to Molly Brownless to solicit her story,
and the latter recorded her contribution on an individual audio cassette sent to
Powell, now in the APTS archive.10 It is thus thanks to Powell’s efforts that
many aspects of women’s experiences of working life at Alexandra Palace are
preserved.
These accounts by women who worked for the Television Service prompted
me to conduct further interviews myself with female members of APTS to gain
more context and detail about their experiences in the BBC.11 In this article,
I draw on all of these recordings—the APTS recordings, my own interviews,
and one earlier recorded interview that is part of the British Entertainment
History Project (BEHP)—as primary sources to explore how gender discrimi-
nation affected women working at Alexandra Palace.12 I will consider these oral
sources in relation to what the BBC Written Archives and existing histories of
broadcasting in Britain tell us about the roles of women working for the BBC
in the s and s.
ORAL HISTORY AS A METHODOLOGY IN WRIT ING HISTORIES OF
WOMEN IN TELEVIS ION
As I have argued elsewhere, recognizing the complexities of using oral accounts as
a source for history, and being alert to issues in their use and interpretation, is
important for drawing out their rich and unique contribution to media histo-
ries.13 As a whole, the APTS archive recordings offer, as its members intended,
“a record of what it was like and how it happened between the late s and
early s for future archive use.”14 Until the APTS archive was formed, the key
sources on the Television Service at Alexandra Palace were institutional histories:
Asa Briggs’s five-volume The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom
(–) and programs and publications produced by the BBC itself.15 While
Briggs recognized the importance of oral sources and regarded them as “the most
vivid of historical sources,” he also thought they were the most unreliable.16 His
use of oral history was primarily empirical, to corroborate or enlarge on what he
had found in the BBC Written Archives. Yet the oral history collection of the
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APTS archive reveals far more than empirical evidence. Its records of group and
individual reminiscences, personal and subjective accounts, offer nuanced detail
of everyday life and attitudes not available in the institutional archive.
The APTS oral history collection provides us with a good example of what has
been conceptualized in social psychology as “transactive memory” and used by
Graham Smith in oral history. In his discussion of the importance of group oral
recordings, Smith proposes that what makes memory “social” is talk, and that re-
membering is often a shared project.17 This process of remembering refers to com-
munication in groups that stimulates and pools memories among individuals.
Smith argues that undertaking group interviews, especially alongside individual in-
terviews, can enhance transactive memory.18 The APTS collection shows how
transactive memory among members of the Society has contributed to recording
working conditions in theTelevisionService that areotherwise undocumented, or
only partially or indirectly referred to in the BBCWritten Archives.
Oral history is particularly pertinent to methodologies that are useful for
assessing women’s contributions to television. Recent scholarship into women’s
participation in film and television advocates diverse and imaginative method-
ologies of historical research. Women’s roles are often absent from formal
archives, and there is a scarcity of records of their participation in these indus-
tries.19 Oral histories offer innovative ways to research television, but up until
recently have been little utilized. Feminist approaches to history are gender con-
scious when interviewing participants and interpreting their oral accounts.
Feminist researchers using oral history methodologies have observed that
women often recall and articulate their memories differently than male re-
spondents do—for instance they are more likely to remember emotional and
subjective experiences of their working lives, admit to mistakes, and recall learn-
ing new skills.20 Within the context of meeting other women who had worked
in the same jobs, the APTS women were keen to go on record with their expe-
riences of gender inequality. Their accounts reveal instances of bullying and dis-
crimination on the part of some men in the crews. Listening to these records
reveals vital but neglected aspects of the day-to-day experiences of women work-
ing in engineering in the BBC. But before discussing what the accounts reveal
about the Television Service, it is important to understand how women began
working in BBC radio engineering before they entered the Television Service.
WOMEN IN BBC RADIO ENGINEERING
The Engineering Division employed a large number of staff to cover a range of
positions in radio and then in the new Television Service. The jobs required
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different technical skills, particularly as engineers were employed to work in the
studio or on the transmitter, in operations and maintenance. There was also
work in research, recording and transmission (sometimes referred to as “lines”),
equipment, and installation. There were senior maintenance engineers, junior
maintenance engineers, and technical assistants. According to Kate Murphy,
prior toWorldWar II, one-third of established staff at the BBC were engineers,
and they were all men. In her groundbreaking and detailed study of women in
radio at the BBC between  and , Murphy makes the case that women
have been “largely left out of the historiography of the BBC.” She observes that
the BBC, which was pioneering broadcasting as an emerging new media tech-
nology and medium of communication, promoted a modern and creative out-
look and an ethos of equality compared to other institutions and public services
such as the civil service, the teaching profession, and banking. She draws evi-
dence from the archives that women’s presence and role were crucial in shaping
the BBC in its early years. In the s and s, as a new and enlightened em-
ployer, the BBC was offering opportunities and careers for women in a range of
secretarial, clerical, and production jobs, and key women rose to prominence.
Murphy contends, however, that “this is not to say that sexual discrimination
did not exist at the BBC. Practices such as the gender stereotyping of roles as
well as segregation, which were the norm at the time, were evident amongst sec-
retarial and clerical staff.”21 She shows how inequality was embedded in the
ways in which women were contracted in these segregated jobs, such as catering,
secretarial and clerical staff, duplicating machine operators, and telephonists. One
example of inequality is that they were mostly paid an hourly wage rather than
salaried, which would have represented more permanent and secure positions.
There were some salaried women in non-segregated posts in Administration,
Programmes, Public Relations, and the role of personal secretary, but even in
these sectors there were gender discrepancies in pay and promotion.
Women suddenly began to be recruited into the BBC Engineering Division
in , when men between the ages of nineteen and twenty-three were called
up for wartime military service. Edward Pawley, then a chief engineer, described
the BBC management decisions that led to women gaining entry into radio in
the BBC Engineering Division in his detailed history of BBC engineering, writ-
ten on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of broadcasting. Drawing on
BBC Engineering Division files, Pawley observed that “by March  nearly
 [men] had left to serve in the Forces,” which occurred simultaneously with
what he called “the unprecedented expansion of broadcasting”: “one of the be-
setting problems of the war was to find enough people to man the transmitters
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and studio centres.”22 With the loss of so many male staff, BBC management
specifically advertised for women to do technical assistant work in radio in the
Engineering Department.
The advertisement in June  in London and provincial papers and The
Listener, the BBC’s weekly magazine, called for female operators between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty-five.23 Seven women started that same month and
were trained at the new BBC Engineering Training School, then placed at
London stations. Shortly afterward, twenty-one women were recruited and
trained to work in service mostly in the country’s provincial regions. Briggs
notes that just over a year later it had trained  new staff,  of them
women.24 By the end of  there were five hundred female operators, and by
the end of , six hundred working in the sixty-one stations. Eight hundred
women had been trained at the school by the time the war ended, and were em-
ployed on maintenance and program work as well as on transmission stations.
The recruitment of women started by training female engineers as technical as-
sistants in operations in the studios and control rooms, and shortly afterward, in
spite of opposition from (male) senior maintenance engineers, they were also
trained to work on the transmitters. A four-week technical training course was
introduced at the BBC Engineering Training School in  that enabled
women to gain promotion to maintenance engineer, which meant they could do
maintenance work without supervision.25 Sir Noel Ashbridge, BBC chief engi-
neer from  to , publicized his view at the time that “the experiment of
recruiting women and training them for technical work has been an undoubted
success.”26
Pawley devotes three pages of his book to discussion of how the arrival of
women into engineering jobs during the war enabled the BBC to run its expand-
ing radio services. His evidence, taken from the BBC Written Archives files on
the Engineering Division, two of which in particular are devoted to women op-
erators, draws on memorandums by members of BBC management, some of
whom were in favor of employing women. In particular P. A. Florence, who was
the engineering establishment officer and dealt with engineering staffing, actively
ensured their training and promotion.27 There is also clear evidence that many
male engineers were resentful toward women entering what was traditionally a
purely male domain, and that this caused difficulties for some BBC managers.
E. H. Wheeler, superintendent engineer (transmitters), wrote to engineers-in-
charge at control centers and transmitting stations who were reported to be
“restricting the activities of the women TAs [technical assistants]” and “seriously
retarding their progress.”28 This opposition on the part of their superiors to
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women doing more than just basic operations work is clearly documented in
both Pawley’s pages and the Engineering Division files in the BBC Written
Archives. The question of what women were allowed to do in operations and
maintenance is debated. Their status in employment, their pay scales and pro-
motion prospects, and their ability to manage are all discussed and disputed in
internal memorandums, in spite of evidence of their ability to learn technical
skills and pass the training exams in technical operations, at all levels: A, B,
C, D, and E grades. A and B grades covered basic written and practical training
in broadcasting engineering for studios and control rooms, and C, D, and E in-
volved written examinations for promotion from technical assistant roles (later
renamed technical operators) to maintenance engineer roles.
Many women gave up work at the end of the war in , when men started
to return to civilian life. At the BBC, women were not required to relinquish
their posts to men returning to work; they were transferred from transmit-
ting stations to studios to make way for experienced male engineers, but re-
turning men were often relocated elsewhere. Women were still needed in the
Engineering Division after the war because conscription for military service was
still in operation up until , and only ended completely in . The BBC
Written Archives, however, do not give a clear picture as to what happened to
women employed in the BBC’s Engineering Division in the immediate postwar
period and how things changed. This absence of follow-up is reflected in
Pawley’s book, which also does not give any further information about how
women fared in the Engineering Division, even though it covers the history of
BBC engineering through . We do know from the APTS archive that the
BBC advertised for women to work in engineering in television when the ser-
vice reopened in , and that some women working in radio transferred to
television. I shall turn now to the APTS audio recordings to discuss what they
reveal about their experiences.
L ISTENING TO THE ORAL HISTORIES RECORDED BY WOMEN WORKING
IN EARLY TELEVIS ION ENGINEERING
The Group Audio Recording
The four women in APTS whomet as a group on the initiative of Muriel Powell
introduce themselves on the audio recording and explain how they joined the
BBC during, or directly after, the war. We come to learn that two of them,
Gladys Davies (GD) andMuriel Powell (MP), answered advertisements, and the
other two, Bimbi (Barbara) Harris (BH) and Mary Ticehurst (MT), heard by
word of mouth that women were being recruited as engineers. They all worked
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in radio before applying to transfer to the Television Service at Alexandra Palace
between  and . However, while they had received training in radio,
when they joined the Television Service they received very little training. This
becomes clear when the subject of how they were treated by their male colleagues
upon their arrival at Alexandra Palace first enters the conversation:
BH: Telecine! Nobody taught me anything, so when I first picked it up it went
backwards and frontways and sideways and inside out and you just had to learn
by yourself [from] your own mistakes.
GD: I nearly put the film on upside down.
BH: That’s right. Nobody told you anything, it’s extraordinary.
GD: No they didn’t; they didn’t notice what I’d done. [laughs]
BH: No, they just said, “Get on with it, find out.”29
Harris starts to talk about her memory of pushing a heavy male cameraman
on a crab (a sideways track), and one of the others joins in, saying the reason it
was so difficult was because the floor in Studio B where the camera was to be
tracked had an incline. Davies, who at first has difficulty remembering this ac-
tivity, suddenly interjects:
GD: Yes, I do remember doing this. I think they wanted to prove to me that I
couldn’t do it. When I tried to push it, I nearly pushed it into the grand piano.
BH: That’s right, so the girls had all the dirty jobs of clearing the cables when we
had to take them out to the gardens. Fred—what was it? Fred the gardener, Fred
Streeter. And these cables used to go out and the women used to handle the ca-
ble and bring it back.
MP: Well, it’s curious you should say that, because at a later stage I was saying,
“Why couldn’t women become sound mixers?” and the story at that time was,
“Oh, well, they would have to train as boom operators and heave cameras and
cables about, and they couldn’t do that, therefore they couldn’t become sound
operators.”
MT: So we were told different stories, obviously.
MP: Yes.
Here the women identify how the men working in television engineering
put them to the test physically to prove what they could manage. They identify
the challenging behaviors and contradictory statements made by some of the
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men as to their capabilities in doing the tasks the job involved. In this case, men
on the crew gave women heavy tasks while evaluating their gender difference in
terms of physical strength. At the same time, the women were told that they
could not learn skills such as camera and sound, since they were not as strong
as men. The next issue they turn to is men refusing to be supervised by women.
BH: After two years I used to say, “I know that job, what else can I do now?”And
the only job I was denied was a lighting director. They said, “Oh, you can’t have
that because you’ve got to delegate jobs to men and you can’t be in charge of
men, can you?”
GD: Oh gosh, whatever next? [ . . . ]
MP: And a magazine appeared one day, I don’t know where it had come from,
what magazine it was, but there was an article in it headed “Dying Breed,” and
it was saying that the females in television were going to be removed.
GD: Is that so?
MP: Yes, they were going to come to the end of their life. I don’t know who had
got hold of that story.
GD: I remember a bit of general hostility to women who were doing engineering.
[ . . . ]
BH: Oh yes, oh yes, I was very definitely sent to Coventry when I was on cameras.
GD: Yes, I remember certain people who were very down on women, and regret-
ting their incursion. [ . . . ]
MP: Well, I think we had a better environment on our crew than you had on
yours, because we were allowed to do almost every job but sound mixing. We
were never allowed to do sound mixing.30
The women’s experiences varied depending what shift they were on and/or
the men they crewed with. Harris and Powell gained a lot more experience on
the studio floor than the other two, and they surmised that this had to do with
the younger men on their shift; it was often the older men who were resistant to
women entering into work they regarded as a male preserve. Davies called the
men on her shift “stuck-in-the-muds.”
MP: Bimbi and I were very lucky to be on the opposite shift. We were, I think,
because we were able to do so very much more.
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GD: You certainly did.
BH: We did sewing in our spare time! [chuckles]
MT: Maybe we weren’t as enterprising, either. I mean, I remember I didn’t really
want to do anything else.31
Whether Ticehurst had not wanted to seem to complain, or had in reality not
been as motivated, confident, or ambitious as the others, is hard to interpret.
However, her intervention into the discussion at this point somehow curtails the
conversation about their treatment and opportunities, and for the rest of the
recording they talk about producers they worked with. As Smith observed in
his study of group reminiscing, a sudden change of topic can often take place, and
it is important that researchers recognize this as an aspect of the oral history
process.32
Individual Audio Recordings and Written Submissions
Powell followed up on all this by asking another colleague, living in Australia, her
opinion of the incident when Harris was “sent to Coventry” to add to the APTS
archive. Interestingly, Molly Brownless (MB) had already sent a written submis-
sion to the APTS archive talking generally about the vision mixing equipment,
but in it she did not discuss discrimination. In her audio cassette “letter” to
Powell, she talks candidly about her experience of working in the studios and
gives an account of the time Harris was ostracized: A reporter had come to
Alexandra Palace, wanting to photograph one of the “girls” on camera.
Brownless was told by the floor manager that she was supposed to be photo-
graphed, but as she was busy in the studio at the time, the reporter had instead
photographed Harris seated on the tracking camera. This had raised the hackles
of the men, Brownless says, as women were not allowed on the tracking cameras,
only on the pedestal cameras. (Harris confirmed all this when I asked her about it
in a separate interview, explaining that from the men’s point of view she had sat
on the wrong camera.)33
Having answered Powell’s question about the incident with Harris,
Brownless then relates how women were moved off cameras altogether at
Alexandra Palace:
MB: Now the next thing that happened, and it’s nothing to do with that in-
cident at all, why I came off cameras and she [Harris] did for that matter at
that time, was due to the fact that the camera people wanted to get them-
selves a higher grade, and they were trying to upgrade their pay in relation
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to the other operators around the joint—it was a very specialized job, et ce-
tera, et cetera. All the cameras, as far as I know, all of them—certainly most
of them and it included me—belonged to the Association of Cine-
Technicians, and they were expecting this association to back their claim,
and the association didn’t like the idea of me being one of them because if
I could do it then obviously it wasn’t such a very skilled job after all. And
Henry, to avoid any splitting up of the blokes in the studio, I presume, told
me that I wouldn’t be able to do camerawork anymore. Well, I was pretty
peeved about that, as you can imagine. Not to say just peeved, I was down-
right sick about the whole thing.34
Brownless was offered vision mixing in compensation for being moved off
cameras, and the “blokes” got their re-grading:
MB: This was rather the beginning of the sort of demarcations between various
jobs when people sort of decided this was what they were going to do. It all be-
came not quite so—intermingled, if that’s the right word, between the different
jobs. I don’t remember ever doing sound floor again after I started vision mixing.
I’d quite enjoyed that.35
When women were recruited into the service as technical assistants, they
were given the jobs that junior maintenance engineers had occupied before
the war: logging (writing up shot lists), cleaning racks, switchboard, telecine,
dolly pushing, cable cleaning, vision mixing. Other women recruited into vi-
sion mixing were told from the start that they could not work on cameras.
When Vera Seaton Reid responded to an advertisement, eight hundred
women had applied for eighteen vision mixing jobs, she says. Reid had
wanted to handle cameras, but was told that the heaviness of the cables pro-
hibited women from doing so.36
FIGURE 2. Bimbi Harris on the tracking camera. Unidentified newspaper, c.1947.
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Rachel Blayney (RB), who also joined in , remembers in a written submis-
sion to the archive the reason she was given as to why she was on vision mixing:
RB: The day I arrived, the staff rest-room between studios A & B was like a flash-
back in a film with notices on the board dated September , , and magazines
on the table from August and September . Most of the prewar engineers
had returned and were busy cleaning and repairing all the equipment ready to
start broadcasting again. Mr. Baker, the Chief Engineer Television, explained to
me that he had recruited girls in the BBC for vision mixing as he considered that
before the war this duty had held cameramen back from advancing in their ca-
reers. This amused me but I did feel that as a girl I was receiving a good salary in
a very interesting job.37
Elizabeth MacGregor (EM), another woman on the general operations and
engineering side, ended up as a highly experienced gramophone operator, but
when she started, she was doing a number of different jobs:
EM: The thing was, to start with, we had two shifts, and then we had a system of
crews as in films. Eventually there were seven or eight crews. That was a different
setup, because before on the shifts there were seven or eight girls and you were just
allotted to a particular job every day you went in, as far as I remember. But when
you were on a crew, you normally went from vision mixing to gramophone oper-
ating, and then eventually there was a system whereby some concentrated entirely
on vision mixing and some of the rest of us entirely on gramophone and tape
operation.
Q: Is that what you did?
EM: Yes, to start with at Alexandra Palace we did everything.We did visionmixing,
we did gramophone operation. There was no tape in these days; there was a central
technical switchboard and [we] even sometimes did telecine filmprojection, andwe
went on the floor sometimes todo sound floor, in charge of one of themicrophones,
and one or two of the girls actually went on cameras, on a tracking camera.38
I was gratified to hear that the Harris story had spread and that in
MacGregor’s mind, women had managed to work on tracking cameras. I had no
doubt that if I had asked the male engineers if women had worked on tracking
cameras after the war, they would have said that they had not. When I asked
MacGregor if she had encountered any resistance from male staff to her doing
any particular job at Alexandra Palace, she replied:
EM: I did once. The sound mixer asked me to do the sound mixing this particu-
lar day. I know women weren’t supposed to—I did it but, um, I could sense a
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very, very frosty atmosphere, and I believe he got into trouble with the high-ups
for having allowed me to do it, so that was the end of that. I didn’t want to do it
anyway, really.
Q: Would it [the frosty atmosphere] have come from the high-ups or would it
have come from the engineers on the floor, as it were, who resented it?
EM: I felt it all around that day, among all of the sound staff.
Q: Would it have had to do with women moving into men’s jobs after the war?
That whole worry about where men were going to be after the war? Or was it
more to do with pay?
EM: I don’t think it was anything to do with pay; it was just a sort of sex thing.
Women are not supposed to do this job and “if we let them into it, goodness
knows how much competition we’ll have eventually.” It was the same trouble
with camerawork. I believe there was quite a bit of jealousy, frankly, when pro-
ducers were particularly noticing the work done by the one or two girls who did
go on cameras.39
MacGregor, like Ticehurst, while mentioning the discrimination, said she
“didn’t want to do it anyway, really,” and throughout her interview, whenever
I asked whether she would have liked to have moved to different areas within
the television service, she replied that she was essentially a “backroom person.”
ENGINEERING DIFFERENCE IN THE BBC TELEVIS ION SERVICE
MacGregor, in her interview with me, had mentioned a period subsequent to
this incident when a system was introduced in crews whereby some people were
on gramophone and tape operations and others were on vision mixing. This was
when the Engineering Department was restructured in , and BBC
Engineering management decided that women would no longer be employed as
technical operators. In spite of representation by the BBC Staff Association,
Engineering management argued that because television technical operations
posts were to be interchangeable, it would be impossible for women to avoid par-
ticular tasks, “especially in connection with weight-lifting, which impose a physi-
cal strain.”40 The BBC Staff Association had negotiated that women should still
be employed as vision mixers or gramophone operators, and that this could be
agreed in the general policy of interchangeability. Nevertheless the corporation
made the case that women could not be recruited into television technical oper-
ations, as their readmission “was open to grave objection on medical grounds.”41
The irony is that the audio recordings, both individual and group, reveal that
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when they joined the Television Service just ten years before, the women had en-
joyed and also successfully managed exactly that interchangeability in their jobs.
Brownless’s account of how women were moved off cameras is confirmed by
minutes of a meeting between the chief engineer, the engineering establishment
officer, and the Engineering Branch Executive Committee of the BBC Staff
Association about television cameramen negotiating new pay rates in .42
While theseminutes confirm that the new rates were well received by the camera-
men themselves, there had been a number of complaints from other categories of
technical staff in the Television Service who also wanted better rates. By the be-
ginning of , furtherminutes show that BBCmanagement and the BBC Staff
Association were discussing and agreeing to a revision of the existing category and
salary structure of technical assistants and the junior grades of engineer.43 There is
no mention of gender in these records and how this might have affected women.
The interesting thing about Harris being photographed on a tracking camera
is that as far as the press was concerned, the story was newsworthy as an insight
into changing gender roles and how women’s employment had shifted since the
war. Yet in the eyes of the women engineers, it symbolized the discrimination
they experienced in the studio, both officially, in terms of what they were enti-
tled to do, and unofficially, by men on the crews bullying them. Harris’s ostra-
cism was also an awkward example for some of the women. Harris claimed to
be the first woman on cameras, and this had been subsequently reported in press
reports, but Brownless, while she backed up Harris’s story in terms of her ostra-
cism and gender discrimination on camera and sound, disputed her claim to be
first on cameras.44 Brownless said that the “boys” had been angry that day be-
cause they thought Brownless should have been the one photographed as the
first woman on cameras. There was evidently some competition among the
women as to who got what jobs and opportunities.
On the other hand, in their group interview, the four women wasted no time
getting to the subject of unfair treatment, an experience they all recognized. The
richness of the recording lies in their exchange of stories about the important as-
pects of their experiences working for the BBC. Through a process of encouraging
each other to remember (transactive memory), they enjoy sharing mischievous
memories of the men, and relate amusing stories about their working lives. This
lightness allows anecdotal conversation to flow freely for a while, in which they
exchange stories about their arrival at the BBC Television Service and what they
did at work. Oral historians have recognized the importance of anecdotes to oral
histories as often standing in for key events and information.45 Yet there is also a
sense of Harris’s story taking over, and the other women’s experiences not being
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sufficiently covered. Davies and Powell both sound keen to talk about the discrim-
ination and lack of opportunities they experienced—this is evident from their
moods and attempts to speak across the others. On the other hand, there is also
a clear tone of restraint at times, as if none of the women want to appear to be
complaining or disgruntled, or to name any of the men directly responsible—
although they do drop a few hints. This could have been motivated by the fact
that organizing the recordings for the APTS archive was about celebrating mem-
bers’ contributions to the Television Service and countering the official record.
Powell offered to give me the unofficial story when I met her at one of the
APTS reunions. Yet when I tried to interview both her and Davies separately at
a later date, they both unfortunately canceled the appointments—one claiming ill
health and the other a residential move—and were not keen to reschedule. It oc-
curred to me that the real issue might be that they felt safer talking about this sub-
ject in a collective environment.
Harris was more available, and I decided to interview her in spite of, or
rather because of, her earlier interview recorded in  with the BEHP oral
history project. In that recording, the two men interviewing her, Roy Fowler
(RF), who had worked at Alexandra Palace, and John Hamilton (JH), an asso-
ciate member of the Society who had worked in radio, had tried to avoid the
issue of Harris’s grievances, making it difficult for her get a word in, and they
often took off on a tangent to reminisce between themselves. When Harris
mentions the fact that the men in the studio resented her position as a female
member of the engineering staff, Fowler at first tries to change the subject:
BH: When I went onto cameras, I was resented, I was sent to Coventry.
RF: Well, let’s come to that in due course. [ . . . ] How long were you in vision
mixing?46
But Harris returns to it, talking about how she was not shown how to do
things, and was expected by the men to figure everything out herself. Fowler and
Hamilton, as union men, react by saying that it is almost inconceivable that a
woman should come up against this kind of opposition, and that management
should not have allowed it to go on.47 When Harris persists, they ask whether
she understands that the men might have felt threatened not by women per se,
but by people taking their jobs. Hamilton recounts his story of how he “loathed”
the “ladies” who had taken the senior maintenance jobs in radio in his absence,
which had meant that he had not been able to return to Bush House, where the
BBC was located in London, after the war, but had had to go to the service at
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Aldenham, a different BBC location outside of London. Not dissuaded, Harris
circles back to her story of ostracism, recalling how she had had to sit alone in the
canteen. Eventually Fowler succeeds in changing the subject by asking her about
equipment, to which she readily responds. The interview with Harris, as an iso-
lated recording by the BEHP project, does not illuminate the fuller story of gen-
der discrimination epitomized by the news story about a woman on a tracking
camera, likely because the male interviewers were not keen to record this aspect
of their members’ histories.
Harris was easier for me to approach because she was much more confident
and assertive than the other women. She had become a successful television di-
rector and enjoyed an interesting career while also raising a child as a single
mother. My interview with her at her home in  enlarged on the earlier
APTS and BEHP recordings regarding her struggle for recognition. She also al-
lowed me to copy her archive of invaluable press clippings on her career that her
mother had compiled.
FIGURE 3. Bimbi Harris with Bill Ward on a vision mixer. BBC
publicity picture, September 1952.
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The story of Harris’s ostracism had prompted Muriel Powell to follow up
with Brownless and furthermore, had prompted me to discuss with Harris
and MacGregor the broader issue of the experiences of female engineers. Their
accounts of the discrimination they experienced as engineers were supported by
the brief submissions to the archive of Rachael Blayney and Vera Seaton
Reid.48 Getting some of the other women to talk openly about their feelings of
disappointment with their opportunities in television was more difficult. Both
MacGregor and Davies said they had not particularly wanted to do certain jobs
anyway, possibly because they felt awkward admitting to any regrets in their
careers.
Harris had obviously got the limelight when she was young, and she was still
getting it when she was older. Brownless had said on her audio-cassette “letter”
that she had understood why the photographer had chosen Harris: she was
prettier. In the press cuttings on Harris’s career, she is referred to as a “honey
blonde.”49 She had struggled for her career and money, and she had succeeded
FIGURE 4. Bimbi Harris as the “honey blonde.” TV Times, February 10, 1956, 26.
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against great odds. Yet while she had experienced difficulties as a woman doing
nontraditional jobs in the engineering section in television, she did not regard
her problems in becoming a director later on as having to do with gender.
She had tried to move to directing in the BBC, but found it impossible:
BH: Yes, I could never get across. I used to apply every time there was a director’s
job advertised. I’d apply, and they used to say, “You again,” and I’d say, “Yes, me
again!” but I could not get out of engineering.50
Harris got her break instead with the start of commercial television, into
which she moved as a vision mixer, quickly becoming a director thanks to her
knowledge and experience. When I asked Harris if the reason for her not get-
ting a producer’s job in the BBC might have been because she was a woman,
she said it was more because she was an engineer—in other words, it was more
an issue of class. She elaborated on this in her discussion with Fowler and
Hamilton in the BEHP interview, where they came to the conclusion that the
well-known producer-engineer divide referred to by many of the early BBC tele-
vision staff was a perceived class split between the engineers, who often came
from working-class backgrounds, and the programming staff, who generally
came from middle-class backgrounds, went to public schools (in some countries
known as private schools), and were part of the “old boy’s network.”51 By con-
trast to Harris’s experience, a number of male engineers at Alexandra Palace
managed to move into production work through the route of stage manager in
television, a post not open to women due to its supervisory duties.52
The BBC did employ women who came from middle-class backgrounds in
television production. Mary Adams headed up Television Talks starting in ,
having worked as a producer in radio; Grace Wyndham Goldie worked in Talks
starting in  andwent on to become head ofTalks, and then head ofNews and
Current Affairs; and Freda Lingstrom became head of the Television Children’s
Department in . The BBC also introduced television training in production
in , through which Wendy Toye and Yvonne Littlewood entered Light
Entertainment production.WhileHarris’s background was not working class, she
did not have a university education, and ironically it was the Talks department at
the BBC, run by Mary Adams, that consistently turned down her applications to
become a producer. According toHarris, Adams wrote to her afterHarris had left
the BBC to say that she was sorry they had not given her a chance.53
One of the female engineers suggests that the trade unions did not protect
their female members’ interests after the war and were therefore responsible
for the gender discrimination in the BBC Television Service. Brownless clearly
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pointed to the ACT union as the reason she was moved off cameras and down-
graded in her technical job. This happened at the beginning of union organiza-
tion among the BBC technical and engineering staff. Although the union had
started before World War II, it was only after the war that they began the pro-
cess of collective bargaining. The Amalgamated Engineering Union had mem-
bers in the BBC in the s, and during the war a separate Association of BBC
Engineers was established.54 The BBC Staff (Wartime) Association was also
given formal recognition in . The BBC Staff Association, which was the
result of a merger in  of the BBC Staff (Wartime) Association and the
Association of BBC Engineers, began to negotiate in earnest with BBCmanage-
ment about staff conditions and training. In particular the BBC Staff
Association was concerned about the question of re-recruiting male staff return-
ing from the war—whether men would be offered the same positions they had
held before the war, or whether the BBC would offer them posts at the same or
an equivalent grade. The Association of Cine-Technicians (ACT) had become
active among BBC television camera staff after the war, but it was not until
, after the start of commercial television, that it was formally recognized by
the BBC and named the Association of Cinematograph, Television and Allied
Technicians (ACTT), representing broadcasting staff.55 It is possible that the
ACT advised its BBC members to demand the specialist grading of camera-
work, which was agreed to as Brownless recounts, although it is in the BBC
Staff Association minutes of their meetings with BBC management that we
find this confirmation, not those of the ACT.
Through the BBC Staff Association Bulletin we can trace some indication of
women’s prospects in the BBC Engineering Division in the postwar years before
commercial television. In a letter to the editor in April , a writer, “Naperian”
from the “London area,” appraises women’s contributions to operational work,
with an appeal to BBC management to make their jobs more permanent. The
writer poses the question: “Can not the Corporation give more hope of a settled
career to a section of its Staff without whom it would at one time have been
unable to carry on?”56 By October of the same year, however, BBC management
was demanding drastic cutbacks in broadcasting engineering staff, asking the
Engineering Branch Executive Committee of the BBC Staff Association to
decide which two hundred people should have their jobs terminated. The BBC
Staff Association Bulletin indicated its commitment to equality for women in jobs:
We gave a lot of attention to the question of discriminating between men
and women. Was it right to retain women, possibly married women and
accept the termination of men, perhaps married men? On this particular
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issue there was a good deal of debate, but it does so happen that the vast
majority of the girls still remaining in the Engineering Division—only about
a quarter of their original numerical strength—are by no means “pocket-
money girls” but depend for their living on the job they do. Some are married
and have dependents, and we could see no moral ground for advocating the
termination of women in order to ensure the retention of male staff, many at
least of whom could be considerably more mobile.57
While the numbers of women retained within radio engineering, as this re-
port indicates, had dwindled to a quarter of those employed during the war, in
television women had been recruited as technical assistants when the Television
Service reopened in . The massive expansion of the Television Service and
its reorganization without sufficient resources in the next few years put a great
deal of pressure on staff. Both management and producers pushed engineering
staff to keep up with program developments, which exacerbated the producer-
engineer divide.58 This would only increase in the early s, as television grew
in popularity, particularly after its coverage of Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation
in , and as competition from commercial television became a reality. Kate
Murphy argues that as the BBC expanded in a climate of competition after the
war, it was less interested in a modern and pioneering image and became more
conformist. She identifies areas in the BBC in the postwar period where attitudes
were becoming increasingly hostile to salaried women, such as News, Outside
Broadcasts, and Light Entertainment, and, notably, there were no salaried women
in the Engineering Division.59 As a result, she claims that the BBC recruited more
men and became less fair-minded toward women: “Bureaucratisation, profession-
alisation and a move towards conformity would increasingly masculinize the
BBC, creating the discriminatory circumstances fully evident by the s.”60
It does seem clear that positive attitudes held by BBCmanagement toward the
employment of women in engineering were strategic and short-lived. There were
recruitment drives for women in  and , and again in with the com-
ing of commercial television and the development of BBC regional television.61
Yet while women retained a foothold in the sector, examples were few and far
between in the next two decades. Pawley comments that a count in  revealed
just “seventeen survivors of the war-time women staff in engineering opera-
tions.”62 The BBC circulated its own internal report, “Women in BBC,” in
, which particularly criticized the Engineering Department for the lack of
opportunities for women. The corporation subsequently issued a directive that
going forward, no BBC jobs would be advertised for men only, and that any
material produced in relation to posts such as camera operators should not
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exclude women.63 This was followed in  by an ACTT investigation into pat-
terns of discrimination against women in film and television in line with the new
employment regulations.64
For many women the war had provided new work opportunities in the
BBC, as in other sectors in Britain, particularly in nontraditional occupations.
The initial influx of women into these jobs changed the single-sex nature of the
engineering and technical workforce at the BBC. But as men returned from ac-
tive service, they wanted their jobs back and demanded through their unions
that management regrade specific jobs such as camera and sound as specialist
skills, which resulted in women being moved out of these positions. Women
were prevented from promotion but held on to technical assistant jobs in vision
mixing and gramophone operations during the late s and the first half of
the s.
CONCLUSION
This investigation into gender discrimination in the BBC Television Service,
between its postwar reopening in  and the start of commercial television
in , was sparked by women remembering their working lives in oral history
recordings. The narrative of gender discrimination emerges patchily, through a
process of reminiscing, in the interview with the four women, and is elaborated
upon and complicated in other individual written accounts and interviews with
particular women. Together they make up a wider picture of women’s experien-
ces of gender inequality in the studio. While discrimination against women in
radio is mentioned briefly in Pawley’s history of BBC engineering during war-
time, alerting researchers to the wealth of evidence to be mined in the BBC
Written Archives, for the period after the war there is little written evidence of
what happened to women in broadcast engineering. A feminist framework for
oral history methodologies and for researching women’s television history helps
us to explore these archives, whether oral or written, official or unofficial, to
counter how women have been marginalized in the official histories of the
BBC, such as in Briggs’s and Pawley’s accounts. The oral recordings enrich our
understanding of the experiences of women, who at times emerge in the BBC
Written Archives as the subject of memorandums and deliberations by BBC
management, and at other times are absent from the record. The interviews at-
test to patterns of gender discrimination in the BBC Television Service during
the s and early s leading up to the arrival of commercial television,
which would transform the television environment and opportunities for work
in the broadcasting sector.
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